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â€œIÂ´m living a dream I never want to wake up from.â€• â€“ Cristiano Ronaldo Cristiano Ronaldo is

the modern-day icon. On an almost daily basis we see hear his name on the news, see his face on

any number of TV commercials, and marvel at the magic show he puts on every weekend when he

takes to the field. He is a celebrity whose image and influence affect our popular culture and a

soccer star that has been compared with some of the worldÂ´s best athletes. But Cristiano was not

always the popular, mega-celebrity, soccer superstar that he is today. The success that he enjoys

has come from years of hard work and sacrifice that have helped him overcome many obstacles

and difficulties in his pathIn this book, weÂ´re going to take a look at the life of Cristiano, beginning

at the time he was rising star whose career was threatened by a strange heart condition, right up

until his third Ballon DÂ´or recognition. We will also follow Cristiano off of the field to see his impact

on popular culture and his life beyond soccer.
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This review is for the  product Ronaldo: Rise of the Legend. The incredible story of one of the best

soccer players in the world. Kindle Edition.I got this book for my 11 year old son who has played



soccer since he was 4. It was written easy enough that he could read it. He looks up to the

professional soccer players and learn quite a bit from this book. It really highlights the fact that he

wasn't just born with star talent without tons of practice. It also highlights his struggles since growing

up.This would be a nice gift for anyone young or old who enjoys biographies. I would have included

the names of the chapters for you, but it appears my kindle unlimited app is no longer valid. If you

have found this review helpful in anyway than please like it below. I was given this book for free in

exchange for a complete and honest review of this product. It has not effected my thoughts of the

book. Happy reading!

I enjoyed this book. I have two sons who have become soccer nuts, so I am still learning my way

around the soccer world. I had no idea that Ronaldo came from very humble beginnings, and that

he made soooo much money. Soccer money is crazy. It is important to understand that this book is

written for and marketed to kids, not adults. I usually wouldn't read this through, but I enjoy a good

rags to riches story, and Ronaldo has intrigued me. The guy got expelled from school at 14! Actually

some interesting stories in this book, and would be a good read for the soccer fans in your family.I

received this book at a discount in exchange for my honest review. All opinions are my own.

This is a pretty good kids book, but I'm not sure older teens or adults would truly enjoy it. My family

loves soccer, all the European blood I suppose. My oldest brother was never a fan of Ronaldo- but I

encouraged him to read this book to learn more about him before judging him. His opinion made a

180 turn. He thinks he's great now, considering he got expelled from school at the age of 14 and

truly is a rags to riches story.The book even has pictures in it, for those kids with shorter attention

spans like I had.Anyways, I think this book is really great if you truly, truly love soccer and want to

know those kind of details about a soccer players life, like my brother! For me, it's 3/5 stars :)Please

keep in mind the kindle version is free if you try out Kindle Unlimited for free!! Just remember to

cancel Kindle Unlimited before you have to pay for it.The seller of this product has provided the

product at a discount in return for a truthful review (Even though the kindle version is already free-

so don't let that sway you). I was not compensated in any way other than my honest opinions and

evaluations of the product in question and I am not required or forced to provide a positive review in

return for the discount I received. I thoroughly examine and utilize each product prior to posting a

review and an examination of my reviews on this site will clearly show that I am completely honest.

Thank you for reading this review and good luck with your purchase!



Good Book if you are a CR7 Fan. This book talks about Cristiano Ronaldo's life from going up in

Madeira to where he is today. If you enjoy soccer and want to read his biography I would

recommend this book. It has pictures however I do not think it is for kids, but as other reviewers

state, more for teenagers and adults. Overall a good read because I like the way he plays.We

received this product with a discount from this seller in exchange for my honest an unbiased review.

These are my opinions on the product. Different people may have different opinions and feelings. I

am not receiving any other monetary compensation and I am not required to give a good review

which many times I do not depending on the product. If this review is helpful to you, please vote for

the review as Helpful, I rely on reviews for purchases and have tried to do my best in reviewing this

product as I am using it by myself, so that this evaluation will be helpful to someone in purchasing

this product.
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